Burroughs wraps around KsqlDB, Kafka, and Postgres and is capable of:

- Translating a SQL query into a sequence of KSQL statements
- Maintaining a real time link between the KsqlDB table and the RDBMS table.

Large chunk of SQL supported:

- Joins and self-joins
- Common table expressions
- Special functions (group_concat)
- Limit clause

Other Features:

- Embedded producers
- Query execution tracing
- Topic deletion

Burroughs Summary

Lessons Learned

We have learned that Kafka is a widely used real-time event streaming platform. However, Kafka has its limitations and differences. The differences between KSQL and regular SQL is one of the biggest limitations that Burroughs tries to solve. However, making sure that the SQL queries translates to the equivalent KSQL query involves thinking about utilizing a lot of intermediate KSQL commands to support more SQL commands, and accounting for the limitations in the Kafka infrastructure.

Future Goals

Building a complete product

The future goals of Burroughs are based around the primary goal of being able to use SQL on real-time data. Since we have a robust preliminary application, the future goals involve adding features and constantly updating the app to support the needs of the users.

Some future goals include:

- Adding support for complex queries like cascading aggregations
- Making Burroughs completely portable, thus allowing it to attach to any existing Kafka system
- This would also allow Burroughs to be used outside of just the Viasat use cases.
- Update Web GUI to support existing features (that are already supported by the CLI)
- Make Burroughs easily compatible with tools like Tableau
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